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WHAT IS THE GUIDE ABOUT? 

What is entrepreneurship? 

The general purpose of this project is to improve the managerial, financial and 

business competence of young entrepreneurs by the open access training mod-

ules. This training curriculum will help them to insert themselves in a business 

life effectively supported by the business centre and trainers. 

Therefore, this Theoretical guidelines for training sessions contains crucial in-

formation to prepare the 11 different modules for the entrepreneurship curric-

ula. This guide has practical insight about each module methodology.  

 

It summarizes each module in terms of objectives, approach of the different ac-

tivities and external links or information that may be helpful so as to prepare the 

session before presenting the knowledge with the entrepreneurs. Here you will 

have instructions of how to implement the activities. 

  

Increasing entrepreneurship and developing entrepreneurial characteristics and 

quality is extremely important in the development of a country. Successful entre-

preneurship activities are quite functional in the employment generation in the 

country, in accelerating economic growth, in the emergence of new industries, in 

the process of change and development of society. 

As a global economic driven, entrepreneurship adds real value through the crea-

tion of new jobs and the production of innovative products and services. In short, 

entrepreneurship promotes the generation of wealth. Yet, a review of the litera-

ture indicates many definitions of entrepreneurship have been conceived over the 

years by researchers in the field. A single, commonly accepted definition of the 

term is simply nonexistent, though common elements tend to meet across the 

spectrum. Given this conundrum, a functional definition of entrepreneurship 

upon which to base our discussion is necessary. 

Entrepreneurship is the common name given to the activities of transforming the 

economic and sociological opportunities into value by combining the factors of 

production for the production of economic goods or services. Entrepreneurship 

is both an economic value production and a cultural and  sociological phenome-

non due to the variational mobility that it generates. From the economic point of 

view, it is understood that while entrepreneur is the person directing the supply 

and demand, entrepreneurship is the activity of mobilizing and stimulating the 

resources economically (MEB; 2016). 

In general, perception of initiative and entrepreneurship can be defined as the 

capacity to transform ideas that create value for someone other than themselves 

into action. The understanding of initiative and entrepreneurship is the cross-key 

competence that every citizen needs for personal satisfaction and development, 

effective citizenship, social inclusion and employment in the information society. 
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Module 1: Entrepreneurship and Entrepreneurial Skills 

Trainers’ notes 

Overview: The goal of this module is for young entrepreneurs to be able to un-

derstand the meaning and importance of entrepreneurship in today’s world, as 

well as learn about the needed skills for the development of one’s business.  

Duration: This module is designed to be completed in approximately 300 min-

utes (5 hours). 

Learning outcomes: By the end of this module, young entrepreneurs will be 

able to explain the basic concepts of entrepreneurship. They will learn that be-

coming an entrepreneur is a big task, however all the skills needed for success-

fully running a business can be learned. They will learn about different ways of 

assessing entrepreneurial skills and will be able to evaluate their own business 

intentions and ambitions. 

Structure of the module: Entrepreneurs should be encouraged to read the infor-

mation of the module from the Handbook before the lesson, except for chapter 

with the practical examples of entrepreneurial self-assessment tests (page #22). 

Entrepreneurs will have 90 minutes to read the material and you will have 90 

minutes to theoretically cover the concepts of the module.  

 

 

 

The main contents of the module are:  

 Definition of entrepreneurship  

 Entrepreneurship types 

 Entrepreneur’s role in economy 

 Business ethics and corporate social responsibility 

 Types and definitions of skills an entrepreneur needs 

 Assessing and developing entrepreneurial skills 

Additional 2 hours are needed to implement the practical examples of the mod-

ule. You will have a discussion with the entrepreneurs regarding the development of 

entrepreneurial skills and ways to further improve them. Module will conclude with the 

presentation of self-assessment tests results.  

Keep in mind... 

After theoretically covering the topic of entrepreneurial self-assessment tests, 

you can print out the 5 prepared practical examples of tests and hand them out to 

young entrepreneurs to fill out. They will show them what entrepreneurial skills 

they already possess and which they need to work on some more.  

 

Arriving at a conclusive portrait of 

a typical entrepreneur is very diffi-

cult. Therefore, they may score low 

on the assessment and still be very 

successful as entrepreneurs. 

It is not enough to just have a great business idea, an entrepreneur needs the 

skills to translate that business idea into a successful business product, process 

or service. Encourage young entrepreneurs to set skill-building goals that will 

ultimately help them become more successful in their chosen business. Advise 

them on how to improve their entrepreneurial profile with training, to always 

keep their learning and personal development active.  
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Module 2 

Module 2:  

Business idea and Innovation  

The main contents of the module are: 

 What is a business idea and what is innovation? 

 Have a look to what experts say about innovation.  

 What is the difference between an idea and when an idea becomes 

innovative? 

 To develop a business idea means following some steps. 

Trainers’ notes 

Overview:  Starting an own business starts firstly with an idea. It is important 

to guide the young entrepreneurs through this process. Making the difference 

between an idea and an innovative idea can determine the success of the busi-

ness. 

Duration: This module is designed to be completed in approximately 60 min-

utes.  

Learning outcomes: By the end of this module, young entrepreneurs …. What 

are the learning outcomes of this lesson? 

Know what is innovation. 

Know what makes an idea innovative. 

Are familiar with the necessary steps to develop a business idea. 

Know that there are several methods for measurement of ideas to innovation 

Know what target analysis is and why target analysis is needed. 

This module looks very theoretically and it is indeed but it is necessary to know 

about these concepts so we advice to pay the necessary attention to the practical 

aspects for the young entrepreneurs.  

Start with launching a lot of ideas and then take the criteria to see if it is innova-

tive, what is the target audience and so on. Teachers can use the power points 

slides as guidelines for developing own business idea’s by the young entrepre-

neurs. 

It is possible to start from successful corporations and try to analyze what kind 

of (innovative) idea’s are the baselines behind the success. E.g. what makes Ap-

ple so successful? What makes Coca-Cola successful? 

          Steve Jobs, co-founder of Apple Inc 
 

“I didn’t see it then, but it turned 

out that getting fired from Apple 

was the best thing that could have 

ever happened to me. The heaviness 

of being successful was replaced by 

the lightness of being a beginner 

again, less sure about everything. It 

freed me to enter one of the most 

creative periods of my life.” 

How does the process from getting an idea to making profit out of it go? 

1. Decide what do you want to develop base on your skills and abilities.  

2. Explore all the time (ask others). 

3. Stay confident and optimistic through the rejecting period.  

4.Be persistent in order to succeed.  
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Module 3: Business Planning  Module 3 

Trainers’ notes 

Overview: The goal of this module is for young entrepreneurs to be able 

to understand the importance of preparing a well-designed business plan 

to help them run their business with a more cohesive vision.  

Duration: This module is designed to be completed in approximately 300 

minutes (5 hours).  

Learning outcomes: By the end of this module, young entrepreneurs will 

be able to prepare a business plan for their venture and understand strong, 

weak sides and opportunities and threats. The primary purpose of a busi-

ness plan is to define what the competitive and sustainability is or what it 

intends to be over time. By putting statistics, facts, figures and detailed 

plans in writing, young entrepreneurs will have a better chance of client to 

provide the competitive needed for getting started. They will also learn 

about alternative business ideas a hands-on tool that fosters understanding, 

discussion, creativity, and analysis of a market research and marketing 

activities.  

 

The main contents of the module are:  

 Purpose and benefits of a business planning 

 Business planning types 

 Preparation and basic elements of a business planning 

  SWOT Analysis and PESTlE analysis case study: sample Bplans 

 Good and bad practices in entrepreneurship (reasons for success and 

failure) 

Additional hour is needed to implement crowd funding case study of Bplans. 

After. covering the content of the module you will ask them to develop their 

own business plan and alternative customer segmentation. 

Keep in mind… 

When studying the case of the Bplan business planning, you can print out tem-

plates of the business plan distribute them out to entrepreneurs, together with 

colorful post it notes, so they can follow the case and learn how to implement 

this methodology for their financing ideas. Templates can be downloaded here: 

https://www.bplans.com/ 

https://www.bplans.com/
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Module 4: Marketing and Branding  

Trainers’ notes 

Overview: This module will provide to entrepreneurs 

with the marketing and brand concepts. They will under-

stand the differentiation between them and the impor-

tance of them in nowadays way of doing business.  

Duration: This module is designed to be completed in 

approximately 300 minutes (5 hours).  

Learning outcomes: By the end of this module, young entrepreneurs will de-

velop a successful strategy for commercial introduction. Also, they will be able 

to construct a successful brand awareness to have a greater impact in their target 

costumers. Finally they will have the opportunity to taste the knowledge 

through a case method of Rosa’s pizza. 

Structure of the module: Entrepreneurs should be encouraged to read the in-

formation of the module from the Handbook before the lesson except the Rosa’s 

pizza case. This means that is envisage that entrepreneurs will have 1.5 to read 

the material and you will have 1.5 hours to cover theoretically the concepts of 

the module and 2 hours to implement the case method and their own Brand 

Awareness.   

After covering the concepts of the module you will ask them to develop their 

own strategies for their project idea. Then you will discuss with them. After 

that, you will introduce to them Rosa’s pizza case. You will give them time to 

read it and reflect on it in a group discussion.  

The main contents of the module are:  

 Marketing (The 7 Ps, market research and Principles of Marketing) 

 The importance of Inbound Marketing (Attraction, conversion, education and clo-
sure).  

 Brand Awareness & Brand Love (Attributes and Awareness).  

 SWOT diagram. 

Then, you will ask them to go back to their own project idea to explore what 

they can do to create their brand love based on what you just have been reflect-

ing on. Finally, you will ask to them to share their project brand love ideas as a 

general conclusion.  

Being loved has very little to do with 
size, budget or marketing prowess; 

in fact the most critical ingredient is 
passion and the attributes. 

What are the Elements of a Case Study? Case studies do not have set ele-

ments that need to be included; the elements of each will vary depending on the 

case or story chosen, the data collected, and the purpose (for example, to illus-

trate a best case versus a typical case). However, case studies typically describe 

a program or intervention put in place to address a particular problem.  

Therefore, we provide the following elements and example on which you might 

draw: 

1. The Problem 

 i. Identify the problem 

 ii. Explain why the problem is important  

iii. How was the problem identified?  

iv. Was the process for identifying the problem effective?  

2. Steps taken to address the problem  

3. Results  

4. Challenges and how they were met 
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Module 5: Promotion & Dissemination Planning  

The main contents of the module are:  

 What is webmarking? 

 Types of webmarketing 

 How to implement and to develop a webmarketing plan? 

Teachers’ Notes 

Overview: it is important to explain what webmarketing is but even more im-

portant that it is part of the global companies marketing & communication plan 

and activities.  

The goals of the webmarking plan is to reach clients through the use of online 

media. It is important to explain young entrepreneurs that webmarking is a con-

tinue ongoing process and will be changed regularly through the innovations 

that still will take place.   

Duration: This module is designed to be completed in approximately 60 min-

utes.  

Learning outcomes: By the end of this module, young entrepreneurs 

 Know what webmarking is. 

 Know the different types of webmarketing 

 Have the skills to write a webmarking plan 

 Have the skills to integrate the webmarking plan in the global compa-

nies marketing and communication plan. 

 Are aware of the ongoing innovations in the webmarking.….  

This module needs of course some basic knowledge. You can’t implement a 

webmarking plan if you don’t know what webmarketing is. We advice teachers 

to start from online resources about webmarking and then ask the young entre-

preneurs to search firstly for existing webmarketing plans and present them to 

the group. Then a class-discussion about the different presented webmarking 

plans can be organized. Take into account that webmarketing is not an exact sci-

ence. Different webmarking plans can work for different target groups in differ-

ent situations or settings. Finally it is advice to ask the young entrepreneurs to 

write a webmarking plan as part of the global marketing & communication plan 

of an enterprise. 

Please be awarded that a lot of theoretical and practical information and exer-

cises and prototypes of webmarking plans are online available. We advice not to 

do the research by teachers, but to let the young entrepreneurs to do it them-

selves, as this is obligatory when they have there own enterprise. Also webmark-

ing is an innovative and constantly changing item. 

Keep in mind that one approach to create a webmarketing campaign afford-

able for entrepreneurs is the one develop by the users which is called user-

generated marketing.   

Steps to develop a user-generated marketing  campaign: 
1.- Determine which information you want to get for costumers.  

2.- Chose the online channel more appropriate for this.  

3.-Implement the strategy in the channel.  

4.-Follow the ratings, comments of users.  

5.- Implement changes base on the information generated.  

It is actually people like you who base on their experience, 

they write comments about businesses. Eventually, this  will 

help people to make choices and purchases.  
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Module 6: Financial Planning  
The main contents of the module are:  

 Purpose and benefits of a financial planning 

 Financial planning types 

 Preparation and basic elements of a financial planning 

 Alternative financial sources and crowdfunding case study: 

Arıkovanı sample. 

Module 6 

Keep in mind... 

When studying the case of the Arikovani Crowdfunding, you can print out tem-

plates of the Crowdfunding, angel investors and other types of financial support 

and distribute them to entrepreneurs, together with colorful post it notes, so they 

can follow the case and learn how to implement this methodology for their fi-

nancial ideas.  

Templates can be downloaded here: https://arikovani.com/en/about 

Trainers’ notes 

Overview: The goal of this module is for young entrepreneurs to be able to un-

derstand the importance of preparing a well-designed financial plan to help 

them run their business with a more cohesive vision.  

Duration: This module is designed to be completed in approximately 300 min-

utes (5 hours).  

Learning outcomes: By the end of this module, young entrepreneurs will be 

able to prepare a financial plan for their venture and understand financial 

sources. The primary purpose of a financial plan is to define what the finance is 

or what it intends to be over time. By putting statistics, facts, figures and de-

tailed plans in writing, young entrepreneurs will have a better chance of attract-

ing investors to provide the capital needed for getting started. They will also 

learn about alternative financial sources a hands-on tool that fosters understand-

ing, discussion, creativity, and analysis of a financial activities, cost and benefit 

analysis. Additional hour is needed to implement crowdfunding case study of 

Arikovani. After covering the content of the module you will ask them to de-

velop their own financing plan and alternative financial source concepts for 

their financing ideas. Module will conclude with a discussion about their work 

results. 

A very good source for help with preparing a financial plan (templates, financial 

tables, etc.) is the website of https://www.bilgeyatirimci.com/ 

https://arikovani.com/en/about
https://www.bilgeyatirimci.com/
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Module 7: Risk Management  

The main contents of the module are:  

 Definitions of Risk 

 Risk Management Process 

 Risk Analysis prior to Entrepreneurship 

 Management of Financial Risks 

 Management of Operational Risks 

 Management of Strategic Risks 

Entrepreneurs will read the material and you will have 2 hours to theoretically 

cover the concepts of the module. After covering the content of the module, it 

will be asked to entrepreneurs to make their own risk analysis. Module will con-

clude with a discussion about their work results and case studies. 

Keep in mind... 

When studying with entrepreneurs in order to make their own risk analysis, you 

can print out blank templates and distribute them out to entrepreneurs, together 

with colourful post it notes, so they can follow the case and learn how to imple-

ment this methodology for their business. Especially, it is important to lay em-

phasis on “the risks prior to Entrepreneurship”. Hence, the following analysis 

should be made step-by-step depending on the business idea: 

Sector Analysis [Market Access Barriers Analysis, Bargaining Power 

Analysis of Suppliers, Bargaining Power Analysis of Customers, Re-

placement Product Analysis, Competitive State Analysis in Existing 

Market] 

Location Analysis 

Module 7 

Trainers’ notes 

Overview: This module is important in order to learn the main risks to be able 

to meet during and after the establishment of a business. Firstly, the risk will be 

defined, and then how a risk can be managed will be informed. Besides, the 

most important point is “to analyze the risks prior to Entrepreneurship”. This 

section is most crucial than the others. In addition to these, management of fi-

nancial, operational, strategical and external environment risks are mentioned in 

details. 

Duration: This module is designed to be completed in approximately 120 min-

utes (2 hours).  

Learning outcomes: By the end of this module, young entrepreneurs will be 

able to analyze the risks which may occur during and after the establishment a 

business. The main outcomes will be to understand the importance of making 

risk analysis depending on Sector Analysis [Market Access Barriers Analysis, 

Bargaining Power Analysis of Suppliers, Bargaining Power Analysis of Cus-

tomers, Replacement Product Analysis, Competitive State Analysis in Existing 

Market] and Location Analysis. 

Structure of the module: Entrepreneurs should be encouraged to read the in-

formation of the module from the Handbook before the lesson.  

After these risks are revealed, 

priorities and impact criteria are 

detailed depending on the im-

portance of each risk. It means 

that firstly, prioritization of the 

risks will be done, and then if 

the risk occurs, the effect is esti-

mated. Besides, the likelihood 

of the risk in a certain time pe-

riod is also revealed. 
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Module 8: Exporting & Relationship  

Module 8 

 

                     The main contents of the module are:  
                    - Foreign Trade Elements 
     - Competitive Intelligence and Target Markets 
    - International Free Trade Agreements 
   - Case (Good & Bad Practices) 

Trainers’ notes 

Overview: This module will ensure a person/entrepreneur to be an exporter 

with main and general importing/exporting aspects within entrepreneurship 

idea. Today, inside market sells are not enough for companies. In order to ex-

pand business in foreign markets, companies must know export stages and gen-

eral rules. Additionally they need to learn how they can find customers and tar-

get markets as well. Module tries to keep curricula wide and let people to exam-

ine export in international standards even they are entrepreneur or not. 

Duration: This module is designed to be completed in approximately 300 min-

utes (5 hours).  

Learning outcomes: At the end of this module, entrepreneurs will be able to 

make movement for exporting. Even they are company owner, manager or staff, 

can create an export strategy and be aware how to evaluate data in international 

trade. Module takes all stages step by step, finally thanks to market search capa-

bility, companies can easily find foreign customers and start exporting. 

Structure of the module: Entrepreneurs first need to read all steps before the 

case study. There are 3 main chapters within 9 sub-titles. Each title corresponds 

another operation/information of exporting examination.  

Module starts from the basic concepts and elements, it continues with explana-

tions of most issues in exporting procedures, and finally elaborating the target 

market and customer issues. After all, there are 2 cases is mentioned at the end 

of module and expressing 2 important issues during export process. 

Thanks to international language and working types in exporting procedures, 

most of or almost all countries’ working style and term language is same in 

whole around the world. There is only selection differences may occur. For in-

stance, if there is no sea/water exist in country, they can not send or take goods 

via sea. So the only thing an exporter must know is the terminology and terms’ 

insight meaning. After these concept issues, operation phase comes. 

Foreign trade knowledge is kind of dictionary meanings. It is not enough to 

handle whole exporting with only dictionary knowledge. A liable must know 

how to sell products or buy, or how to find customers in the world. Company 

may have the best product in the world, unless  other people know it, the product 

means nothing. So in order to continue exporting, export liable also should know 

operation phases as well. Because he/she will fight with strong and fraud people 

in their export life. The more knowledge, the more success in exporting 

operations.  

People do not have to be an exporter by themselves, an export team can be hired 

or consultancy services may be get. Of course profit must be shared, but owing 

that module, entrepreneurs will know what they have to. And we are sure they 

will be get benefit from export in their new commerical life. 

Every body can be an exporter. 
But only reaching and reading 
the data are not enough ! You 
must evaluate data and write a 

road map for your self/company. 
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Module 9: Business Plan 

The main contents of the module are:  

 Purpose and benefits of a business plan  

 Business plan types 

 Preparation and basic elements of a business plan 

 Business Model Canvas (BMC) and LinkedIn case study 

 Good and bad practices in entrepreneurship (reasons for success and failure) 

Module 9 

After covering the content of the module you will ask them to develop their 

own business plan and BMC concepts for their business ideas. Module will 

conclude with a discussion about their work results.  

Keep in mind... 

When studying the case of the LinkedIn BMC, you can print out templates 

of the blank canvas and distribute them out to entrepreneurs, together with 

colorful post it notes, so they can follow the case and learn how to imple-

ment this methodology for their business ideas. Templates can be 

downloaded here: https://www.template.net/business/word-templates/

Trainers’ notes 

Overview: The goal of this module is for young entrepreneurs to be able to un-

derstand the importance of preparing a well-designed business plan to help them 

run their business with a more cohesive vision. 

Duration: This module is designed to be completed in approximately 300 min-

utes (5 hours). 

Learning outcomes: By the end of this module, young entrepreneurs will be 

able to prepare a business plan for their venture. The primary purpose of a busi-

ness plan is to define what the business is or what it intends to be over time. By 

putting statistics, facts, figures and detailed plans in writing, young entrepre-

neurs will have a better chance of attracting investors to provide the capital 

needed for getting started. They will also learn about Business Model Canvas, a 

hands-on tool that fosters understanding, discussion, creativity, and analysis of a 

business. 

Structure of the module: Entrepreneurs should be encouraged to read the in-

formation of the module from the Handbook before the lesson, except for the 

LinkedIn Business Model Canvas case study. Entrepreneurs will have 2 hours to 

read the material and you will have 2 hours to theoretically cover the concepts 

of the module. Additional hour is needed to implement BMC case study of 

LinkedIn.  

A very good source for help with preparing a business 

plan (templates, financial tables, etc.) is the website of 

prof. Frank Moyes from Leeds School of Business: 

http://leeds-faculty.colorado.edu/moyes/html/

https://www.template.net/business/word-templates/business-model-canvas-template/
http://leeds-faculty.colorado.edu/moyes/html/resources.htm
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Module 10: Attracting funding  

The main contents of the module are:  

 Microfinancial Institution  

 Venture Capital Investment Trust  

 Crowdfunding  

 Business Angels  

 Grants and subsidies,  

 Mobilization of resources (Educational, Human Physical)  

Trainers’ notes 

Overview: This module is essential to have an insight about the different alter-

natives for searching and obtaining financial resources. In the first place, we are 

going to see some of the traditional funds by Banks. Then we are going to talk 

about the new paths to obtain alternative financial support. At the end, we will 

explore this information in a case method that will allow us to develop our own 

campaign for funds.   

Duration: This module is designed to be completed in approximately 300 min-

utes (5 hours).  

Learning outcomes: By the end of this module, young entrepreneurs will be 

able to understand the different alternatives for searching and obtaining finan-

cial resources. They will be able to evaluate their pros and cons in order to 

choose the one that best fits with their needs.  

Structure of the module: Entrepreneurs should be encouraged to read the in-

formation of the module from the Handbook before the lesson except the Ana’s 

Designer Artefacts case. This means that is envisage that entrepreneurs will 

have 1.5 to read the material and you will have 1.5 hours to cover theoretically 

the concepts of the module and 2 hours to implement the case method and their 

own campaign. 

After covering the concepts of the module you will introduce and reflect with 

them about on Ana’s Designer Artefacts case (Please go back to Module 4 to 

read more about the case method and crucial aspects page #). 

It is up to you but since this module is about attracting funding you can also as 

an alternative activity work with them about their pitch since a pitch is basically 

delivering a Business Plan verbally so as to look for funding.  

Keep in mind… 
A pitch typically takes the 

form of an entrepreneur or 
group of entrepreneurs 
presenting or describing 
their ideas to prospective 

investors. 

To have a perfect business pitch you need: 

 To speak to the audience (do not read).  

 It would be a good idea to tell a story while you present your business idea. 

 Practice the presentation to speaking fluently and remember verify every-

thing so you get the numbers right. 

 Excite the audience and investors by speak in a positive and attractive way.  

 Don‘t get lost in details (5 minutes maximum).  

 Use graphic material for your presentations with the help of MS Power Point 

or with the help of other tools such as Prezi. 
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Module 11:  

The main contents of the module are:  

 General information for trainers regarding the training.  

 The material for the training programme. 

 Top Tips for Effective Presentations. 

 Tips for Creating a Participatory Environment. 

Module 11 

Trainers’ notes 

Overview: This module was created for trainers in order to assure the effective 

transfer of knowledge to trainees. In this module you will find all the relevant 

information regarding the training and its materials. You will have as well some 

tips to improve your presentation and the experience for the trainees. 

You should keep in mind that this training programme is based on the outcomes 

of the survey carried out in Turkey, Belgium, Greece and Slovenia. For more 

information about the study please go to the website of the project to sources 

and search for the Current Situation and Needs Analysis Report.  

 Please be award that even if this training has been developed by the participa-

tion of some countries the material is not particularly addressing specific issues 

of those countries. For example, Bureaucratic obstacles vary from place to place.  

In this line, you are suggested to look for information particularly addressing 

these issues in order to personalize even more the material that is provided in 

this training. Another example, the training gives examples of different ways to 

get different type of sources (economic, knowledge, material support) that will 

help entrepreneurs to achieve their goals.  

However, your contribution as a trainer is to identify if these sources are avail-

able in your country and to provide trainees with the institutions or channels to 

get access to them. As it is mentioned in the Current Situation and Needs Analy-

sis Report, there are fourth main obstacles for entrepreneurs:   

Finally keep in mind that in the handbook in the section corresponding to mod-

ule 11. There is information about how to present each of the modules and how 

to create an environment that will support the transfer of knowledge.  

KEY ASPECTS  

FOR TRAINERS  


